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 My name is Darlene Francis. I am originally from Texas. I am 45 years old. 

  I am a mother of two wonderful boys that I am very proud of. My children are twenty - one and sixteen. I enrolled my oldest  son in

college when he was just sixteen. My youngest son is home-schooled and he is planning to enlist in the Army.

  I am a book-keeper by profession. I am a writer of poetry /lyricist, also currently writing two books, and I have also written for Cancer

Monthly magazine. That was an article  about a survival guide , and for the Rhio O'Connor foundation, this essay was published in the

book written by Paul Kraus , and titled Mesothelioma 

"A Patient's Guide" I study herbal medicine and I am a spiritual healer/ specializing in Raeke healing. I also volunteer for The

Leukemia Foundation, Hospice, 

and the Family YMCA-where I have assisted as  a personal trainer for many years working with the disabled and children. I am also a

member of over One hundred and fifty charitable  non profit organizations and a huge activist, and work the good of mankind.   I am a

full -time fundraiser for my own non-profits organizations. 

Rock The Silence was founded in May onf2010, and the concept behind  these events are basically for supporting abuse. ANY of all

kinds. ANY and all causes.

ANY of all charitable and non-profit organizations are welcome. NO one is denied.

 

    A recycling day for all Humanity. A day to be creative. A day of hope. A day to remember!

    A dream to make a difference. A dream to seek change. A dream to save lives. A dream for our future.

 I was inspired to create these events due to my research, the more I researched, the more I knew in my heart that I had to do

something. One thing lead to 

another. Before I knew it, my angels had lead the way to global events world/wide, based on originality, variety, and choice.

Encouraging support for victims. Encouraging hope and offering opportunity in the lives of those victims, especially the lives of 

innocent children and  defenseless animals. 

These events are for the innocent and in their honor, speaking on their behalf, in their honor, in the respect of those that are no longer

with us, due to tragic nature.

These events are to educate and to spread awareness. To offer support and opportunity and therapeutic recovery for victims. 

Now my research has led me to opportunity myself to speak in huge ways, to actually make a huge difference in lives of others,  as I

have written laws to make change  along my journey. Those laws and many others , along with many others,. will be attending the

ralley in April at the Cherry Blossom Festival in Washington ,DC.  

Rock The Silence to break the cycle of history. Rock to the 21st Century movement.
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